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In Driven by the Divine you will • Meet Guru-preceptor and mystic, Shivalinga Swamy • Witness miraculous healings,
miracles and interventions • Discover the world of Jyotish and Vedic Astrology • Learn about the planetary
deities/Navagrahas • Step into the world of supernatural powers and siddhis • Journey to Arunachala, Lord Shiva's mountain
in the South • Climb Mount Sabarimala and learn about Lord Ayyappan/Dharma Shasta • Learn Shivalinga Swamy's recipe for
“Happy Tea” • Dance with Vinnuacharya at a Coorgi wedding in Mysore
What is the reason women of menstruation age are not allowed at Sabarimala? Do the customs and traditions set by rishis of
ancient India have a scientific basis? Why did ancient rishis and saints start the practice of not allowing menstruating women to
meet saints and visit temples during their cycles? The book discusses the following questions -What is the Kundalini Shakti?
How does this spiritual evolutionary power aid the evolution of mankind? What are siddhis, Self Realisation and Enlightenment?
Was Shiva an Alien ? What is the role of the coming Kalki avatar? . The astral and causal bodies of man. The limits of logic.
This book provides a first-person perspective into what the Kundalini Shakti is and how it manifests in each individual. While
modern scientists experiment with matter, ancient rishis were also considered scientists whose area of expertise was the
human mind and soul. The knowledge they divined was compiled into various texts namely the Vedas, Upanishads, Puranas and
Epics. In this book the author brings a fresh perspective to the Vedas, Upanishads and Puranas along with his unique views and
opinions about how ancient rishis had written down valuable information in the texts for the benefit of mankind. It talks about
the severe efforts taken by various contemporary philosophers and spiritual gurus to unravel the multitude of mysteries
contained in these texts. This book also reveals the existence of deities or Devas and Devis on divine planes of higher
vibratory levels, the rituals and customs in various Shakti cults and temples and thoughts on esoteric Hinduism.
The verdant and beautiful Kerala, well known for its flora and fauna and for its rich tradition of temples, has today become one
of the must see destinations in the world. Temples have always been an integral part of the culture and tradition of Kerala.
This small state has become famous for its efforts to preserve the ancient culture of the big temples as well as the small family
shrines, keeping their rich variety and tradition intact. These temples play an important role in spreading the greatness of
Kerala in countries all over the world. Temples of Kerala have never been mere places of worship; they have played a pivotal
role in the social, financial, cultural and educational fields of the state. For the rehabilitation of the poor and the deprived many
schemes have been implemented by the temples like providing food and shelter to the needy. Today, if there is a great
progress in the field of tourism, the temples have certainly contributed much to it. A large number of foreigners come to the
state to study and understand Kerala’s traditional temple arts like Kathakali, Chakiarkoothu, Ottamthullal etc. On the happy
occasion of bringing out this book, we have endeavored to include details of the prominent Ayyappan temples outside Kerala,
along with those of the great temples within the state. The intention is to make this a comprehensive reference book for all
well-known temples in India. May all our readers be blessed by the Almighty with peace, prosperity and good health.
Women and Sabarimala is an answer to the question “why aren’t women of menstrual age allowed to enter Sabarimala?” This
book presents a never-before discussed perspective on the science behind the restrictions on women in the Sabarimala temple.
Women and Sabarimala is a rare book and is written from a woman’s perspective, explaining the nature of the temple through
India’s traditional knowledge systems, such as Ayurveda, Chakras, Tantra and Agama Shastra. At the same time, the author’s
personal experiences simplify the understanding of these deep sciences, providing a glimpse into how temples impact the
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human physiology and, in particular, women’s menstrual cycles. This book will change the way Hindu temples, especially
Sabarimala, are perceived and experienced.
"Daniel is brilliant, and this work is the product of all his powers of imagination and expression. He is also a flawless scholar:
bilingual, so that his translations are accurate; gifted, so that they are charming; well-read, so that his discussions are set in the
full context of previous scholarship; and very, very funny, so that his depictions of the quandaries of his informants, as well as
himself, are a joy to read."—Wendy O'Flaherty
The verdant and beautiful Kerala, well known for its flora and fauna and for its rich tradition of temples, has today become one
of the must see destinations in the world. Temples have always been an integral part of the culture and tradition of Kerala.
This small state has become famous for its efforts to preserve the ancient culture of the big temples as well as the small family
shrines, keeping their rich variety and tradition intact. These temples play an important role in spreading the greatness of
Kerala in countries all over the world. Temples of Kerala have never been mere places of worship; they have played a pivotal
role in the social, financial, cultural and educational fields of the state. For the rehabilitation of the poor and the deprived many
schemes have been implemented by the temples like providing food and shelter to the needy. Today, if there is a great
progress in the field of tourism, the temples have certainly contributed much to it. A large number of foreigners come to the
state to study and understand Kerala’s traditional temple arts like Kathakali, Chakiarkoothu, Ottamthullal etc. On the happy
occasion of bringing out this book, we have endeavored to include details of the prominent Ayyappan temples outside Kerala,
along with those of the great temples within the state. The intention is to make this a comprehensive reference book for all
well-known temples in India. May all our readers be blessed by the Almighty with peace, prosperity and good health.
Spiritual seeking is part of the Indian ethos. Peopleof all ages and stations journey in utter faith anddevotion to places of
worship - all seeking theelusive grail of inner peace, support in their earthystruggles, and eventual release from this
mortalexistence.*Temples direct believers along the path of salvation,while serving as places of refuge in times of conflictand
distress. India is perhaps first and foremost aland of temples.*Kerala has more than 2000 temples - withfascinating legends
attached to them. The ritualsand pujas differ from temple to temple but arein accordance with the norms laid down by
wellknown saints-preceptors such as Adi Sankara andVilwamangala Swami.Although millions of devotees and tourists
visitKerala's temples every year, little is available byway of essential information in order to facilitatethe pilgrim route. This
book presents detailsregarding location, timings, pujas and festivals, aswell as the legends and significance of the
variousofferings at the important temples in the State.*The temples have been grouped according tolocation, allowing for visits
to as many temples aspossible within the shortest travel time.*Useful information regarding accommodation,places of tourist
interest and shopping optionsclose to the temples, have also been provided.* These pages are dedicated to the pilgrim soul
ineach of us...
On Ayyapan, Hindu deity, enshrined at Sabarimalai, Kerala; a study of the cult.
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